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Overview 

Mirror in the Police Station is one of the earliest films in Refiğ's filmography. It is based on a famous 
melodrama novel called Fosforlu Cevriye, published between 1944-45. In the following years, these 
two works have been the source of films, songs, and musical plays in popular culture in Turkey.  

However, Halit Refiğ designed the film in comedy, crime, and adventure, regardless of the popular 
context. In addition, unlike in the novel, the film's main character is not a prostitute but a police officer. 
In the film, events begin with the appointment of Ferhunde, a young but successful officer known as 
Demirçiçek (Iron Flower), to track down young women who have disappeared one after another in 
Istanbul. 

As Ferhunde tries to uncover what happened to young women, she discovers that a gang's work also 
traded drugs. She also collaborates with Necati, a bum in the neighborhood, and Ertuğrul, a police 
reporter, to catch the perpetrator. It is one of the rare laugh films made by the director. Fatma Girik 
and Sadri Alışık, who were among the stars of the period, are featured in the film. Sadri Alışık's 
dialogues and songs attracted the audience's attention and influenced popular culture. 

People 

Ferhunde Demirçiçek       She is a young, talented and beautiful female police officer who just  
                                         graduated from the police academy. 
Taşkasaplı Necati            The bully of the neighborhood where Ferhunde goes on duty 
Ertuğrul                             He is a third-page news reporter for a newspaper. 
Adnan                               Ferhunde's businessman fiancé, whom she is about to marry. 
Raziye                              The house owner and gang member, where Ferhunde took refuge disguised 
                                         as Mualla. 
Sabri                                 He is a gang member who works with Raziye in the neighborhood. 

Synopsis 

Ferhunde Demirçiçek, a young female officer who successfully graduated from the police academy, 
investigates a series of murders of young women in Istanbul. Ferhunde is about to get married, and 
his fiancée Adnan is against her work at the police force. Demirçiçek enters the neighborhood where 
the missing women are found as an innocent and helpless young woman and move to Raziye, where 
she meets the neighborhood's bully, Taşkasaplı Necati. Necati is among the suspects, but over time 
they become close to Demirçiçek. Over time, she realizes that this is the work of an organized crime 
group, that the murders are linked to the trafficking of women and drugs. To solve the case, Necati 
and the police correspondent enter into a partnership with Ertuğrul.                           

As Demirçicek gets closer to solving the criminal chain, the witnesses and gang members she 
contacts are killed one by one. The murders are attempted to fall on Necati, who is trapped by the 
gang. After escaping the hands of the gang that set out to kill Demirçiçek, Necati embarks on a 
struggle to save the young woman. Demirçiçek discovers the secret that her fiancé Adnan is hiding, 
and although she has solved the cases, she is in danger. Necati and Ertuğrul rescue Ferhunde, after a 
chase and a shootout at the last minute. In the finale, the mystery of Taşkasaplı Necati, who suddenly 
appears in every case, is also illuminated. 

Scenes 

Iron flower     Ferhunde Demirçiçek, who is being trained at the police college, is appreciated by her 
instructors. 

New task     In the police department, her boss explains her new role by showing Demirçiçek photos of 
suspects, victims, and missing women from the cases. Her supervisor warns her to be careful. 



The reporter     A reporter named Ertuğrul enters the police chief's office and tells him he is seeking 
news. 

Promise     Ferhunde comes to her house and chats with her fiancé Adnan, who is waiting for her. 
Adnan says she does not want her to be a cop. Ferhunde promises to quit if she solves this case. 

Exclusive news     The reporter who is late for work gets scolded and fired by his boss. When the 
reporter mentions the news of the missing women in his hand, the manager withdraws his decision. 
Ertuğrul talks about the details of the case and asks for an advance on the study. 

Undercover officer     Demirçiçek comes to Raziye's house in one of the outskirts of Istanbul in 
disguise. She says she is a woman who has escaped from her husband in Anatolia and asks for help 
and accommodation on the advice of a friend. Raziye welcomes her and says she will help her. 

Taşkasaplı     Taşkasaplı Necati plays backgammon in the neighborhood. A boy will let him know a 
new girl arrives in the neighborhood. 

New home     Demirçicek chats with Raziye at home. Raziye tells her that she can make money if she 
is smart. Demirçicek asks her the cause of Gulizar's death, which she says she knows. Raziye 
introduces Ferhunde to Sabri. When Demirçiçek goes up to her room, Raziye informs Sabri about her 
plans and tells him to stay away from the girl. 

Secret meeting     At night, Raziye sneaks out of the house. Demirçiçek follows her. She sees Necati 
beating Raziye. Reporter Ertuğrul also sees Demirçiçek. She returns home unnoticed. 

Meet     Necati sees Ferhunde in the neighborhood and approaches to meet her. Ferhunde introduces 
herself as Mualla. Necati tells her to leave the neighborhood, but they argue. Meanwhile, Sabri 
confronts Necati with his men. An argument turns into a street fight. 

Game     Demirçicek comes to Necati and apologizes to him but continues her role as Mualla, telling 
him a said story. Necati offers her help and protection. At night, Necati sings under Mualla's window. 
Necati falls in love with her. 

Money thing     Mualla sees Raziye crying at home. Raziye complains about not being able to pay the 
rent. Sabri and Raziye say rich Kevork has a soft spot for beautiful women and can solve their 
financial issues. Mualla (Demirçiçek) continues the game and offers help. When she is alone with 
Kevork, the police raid, and the reporter, who came with them, takes pictures of them. 

The boss    The police commissioner scolds Demirçicek for the scandal that has unfolded. Demirçiçek 
tells him that it is very close to solving the case. Her manager gives her another chance. Meanwhile, 
the reporter who arrives at the police station learns the trick and Ferhunde's secret identity. 

The gang     Demirçiçek's fiancé, Adnan, is disturbed by the photos in the newspaper. He asks her to 
quit. However, Demircicek explains that she is about to catch the suspects. She says that gang carries 
out the trafficking of women and the drug trade. 

Murder     When Demirçiçek arrives at Raziye's house at night, she catches Necati at Raziye's dead 
body. Necati claims he did not kill Raziye. Ertuğrul takes photographs of Demirçiçek and Necati there. 
Ertuğrul blackmails Demirçiçek and convinces her to work together on the case. 

At the club    Disguised as a man, Demirçiçek enters the club where drugs are said to have been sold. 
The gang kills Kevork after she talks to him. Ferhunde chases the suspects and comes to the house 
where they are hiding. Here, she fights Sabri and his men and escapes. 

Intruder     Ferhunde arrives home. At night, she encounters Necati, who sneaks into her house. 
Necati says he came to tell her he was innocent and found clues. They argue about catching the 
gang. Necati sees a photo of Demirçiçek's fiancée. Necati explains that she and Raziye used to be 
lovers and that she broke up with him when Raziye got into a drug habit and started doing business 
with the gang. 

Team    Ertuğrul, the reporter, comes to them. Ferhunde tells Necati that he will be part of the team. 
She reconciles the two of them. She says Sabri killed Kevork, and if they kidnap him, they can use him 
as bait. 

Villa     Demirçiçek, Necati, and Ertuğrul sneak into the villa where the gang is stationed. They find 
Sabri murdered here. Demirçiçek returns to the police station, Ertuğrul to the newspaper, and Necati 
to the neighborhood. 



Police headquarters     A newly found body angers the police chief; he scolds Demirçiçek for her 
failure. He threatens to draw her to office duty. 

At the paper     The editor fires Ertuğrul for his incompetence. He only says he will pay if he brings 
news. 

Face off     In the neighborhood coffee shop. Necati says that whoever killed Sabri should not go 
unpunished. Mois tells Necati that he knows Sabri's friends and the secret place. He takes Necati to 
the ruins. When Necati walks in, he is caught by gang members. The men pay Mois for his help. They 
put Necati in front of the boss. Surprisingly, the boss turns out Ferhunde Demirçiçek's fiancé Adnan. 
Adnan says he will stay on top of the latest murders, and if he kills Demirçiçek, he will survive. Necati 
rejects the deal. Adnan confesses to planning all the murders and injects Necati with heroin by force. 
Necati takes a pill out of his pocket. He staggers out of the gate he finds and wants to save 
Demirçicek. Adnan says the latest murders will fall on Necati, and if he kills Demirçicek, he can 
survive. Necati rejects the deal. Adnan confesses to planning all the murders, injects heroin to Necati 
by force, and leaves him. Necati takes a pill out of his pocket. He staggers out of a passage he finds 
and wants to save Demirçicek before too late. 

Fiancé     Adnan arrives to his fiancée Demirçiçek’s house. He tells her he wants to get married as 
soon as possible. Ferhunde says she would rather be a housewife than work in passive service. 
Demirçicek sees that the button he found at the crime scene matches the missing button on Adnan's 
jacket. Upon learning that his button was found at the scene, Adnan threatens Demirçiçek with a gun. 
When Ertuğrul arrives, Ferhunde introduces him to Adnan. Adnan takes Ferhunde out at gunpoint. 

Rescue     Necati arrives home; explains the situation to Ertuğrul. Together, they move to save 
Demirçiçek. Adnan brings her to the ruins, and he says there is a change of plan. The men learn that 
Necati has already escaped. Necati and Ertuğrıul enter the gang's lament and fight the men. They 
rescue Ferhunde and then go after Adnan, who runs away. During the fight, Adnan shoots Ferhunde. 
Necati captures Adnan. 

At the hospital     When Demirçiçek opens her eyes, she sees Necati. Necati is a doctor. He explains 
that he played the role of Taşkasaplı to track down drug trafficking as an agent on behalf of the health 
ministry. Necati asks Ferhunde for marriage. Ferhunde and Necati joyfully leave the hospital. 

Themes 

Organized crime     Five young women are missing in Istanbul. The police do not know what 
happened to the women. Disappearances have always taken place in the same area. Demirçicek is 
assigned to deal with these cases. As she deepens her investigation, she discovers that they are 
related to a gang involved in drugs and women trafficking. The criminal group holds a significant part 
of the trafficking in Istanbul and resorts to violence and murders to eliminate threats inside or outside 
the gang. They sell young women they have drugged. Moreover, they kill those who cause trouble. As 
the police reach out to those around the gang one by one, they are eliminated, so they cannot talk. 

The gang conducts their affairs in secrecy. Its leader keeps his identity hidden, and its members 
manage to hide from the police for a long time. The pressure on the police for successive crimes 
increased day by day. The police were helpless until Ferhunde uncovered the whole mystery. 

Deception     The chain of events that make up the film's plot is usually based on a series of 
deceptions. 

Ferhunde, aka Demirçiçek, changes identities and settles in the neighborhood where the women 
disappeared. Ferhunde, who plays a naïve young country girl who has just arrived in Istanbul, 
wanders among the suspects to track down the responsible. Ferhunde tries to infiltrate gang members 
in different scenes by posing as different men and women. When she solves Adnan's game, she acts 
against him by not revealing her plan. 

Raziye, whom Ferhunde moved to her house, traps young women who have settled in her house 
under the pretext of help and sells them to wealthy men. Raziye and Sabri next to him fool those 
around them under the guise of a kind-hearted, honest person. 

Taşkasaplı Necati also plays the role of the neighborhood bully. Necati hides his true identity from both 
the locals and Ferhunde for a long time. That is why Ferhunde thinks that Necati is a member of the 
gang. In the surprise finale, Necati turns out to be a disguised officer. 



The biggest game comes at the end. It turns out that Ferhunde's fiancée, Adnan, lied to Ferhunde 
from the beginning. Adnan, who is believed to be involved in commerce, runs the gang that the police 
are after. Adnan wanted Ferhunde to quit policing not because he thought of her but because he 
wanted to run the gang business comfortably. With his plan, Adnan tries to eliminate his fiancée 
Ferhunde by blaming Taşkasaplı and thus save himself. 

Talented and brave woman      Ferhunde is an extraordinarily talented and strong, brave woman. At 
the beginning of the film, her superiors at the police academy congratulate her on these qualities. 
Throughout the narrative, Ferhunde works to bring down the gang and bring the criminals into law, 
overcoming the difficulties and danger. It is no coincidence that Ferhunde, who paints the image of a 
tough woman, is known by those around her as her surname, Demirçiçek. It means “iron flower.” 
Demirçicek is just as successful and agile a cop as her male counterparts. She fights men and beats 
them. Despite the objections of her fiancée and superiors, she does not hesitate to take bold action by 
taking risks. Thus, it presents one of the firm and talented female themes that come up from time to 
time in Turkish Cinema. 

In response to the condescending attitude of the men around him, Demirçiçek successfully continues 
the work she undertakes. In response to the sarcasm of Necati and Ertuğrul, she does her job 
seriously and tames them. Ferhunde manages to stand against the betrayal and brutality of her fiancé 
Adnan. 

Character Analysis 

Ferhunde Demirçiçek     She is a young and beautiful but inexperienced police officer who loves her 
profession, is talented, courageous, tenacious, and attracts men's attention. Ferhunde does not stop 
fighting throughout the narrative, despite the obstacles on her way to breaking up the gang by 
unraveling the criminal chain. 

Determined     Ferhunde has a tenacious personality that does not give up easily. She works 
stubbornly to disclaim her superiors' belief that she cannot solve this case. Initially, Ferhunde would 
not listen to them, even though her fiancé insisted on quitting being a cop. 

Brave     Ferhunde is also a brave character in direct proportion to her determination. She often 
attempts to infiltrate the gang in disguise. She is not afraid to take risks. Ferhunde, as a brave officer, 
does not avoid what might happen to her. Her superiors are worried about giving her a dangerous 
mission. Her supervisor once said, "Be careful. We do not want to see you on the list of missing 
women." Ferhunde says, "I think I'm different from other women." 

Serious    Ferhunde takes her work extremely seriously, despite the cynical attitudes of Necati and 
Ertuğrul. She does not break her seriousness, even though the men around her are frivolous. She 
shuts their mouth up. 

Tough     Ferhunde's other name is Demirçiçek. Though, Ferhunde represents a masculine woman 
rather than a feminine one. In the film's opening scene, she single-hands out three men who attack 
her using fighting techniques. Due to this feature, she is also appreciated by her superiors. She is 
better at fighting, climbing high places, jumping skills than the men around her. For example, Ertuğrul, 
a journalist, looks more feminine, fragile in comparison to Demirçiçek, although he is a man. Ferhunde 
beats him when he makes silly jokes to her from time to time. Ertuğrul, who cannot find a face from 
Ferhunde and is surprised by her harsh attitude, questions whether she is a man or a woman. 
However, when Ferhunde fails to catch criminals, her supervisor says it is not a job for women, and if 
she cannot handle the case, she will be put back into the office task. Ferhunde works hard to prove 
otherwise. 

Taşkasaplı Necati     Necati is one of the bullies who lives in the neighborhood where the mysterious 
disappearances took place. He is as sarcastic and cunning as he is brave and sociable. 

Sarcastic and cheerful     Necati is portraited as a sarcastic character. He does not take Ferhunde or 
the others seriously and often mocks people in his conversations. He mocks both the situation and the 
other person by making word games.  Necati resorts to complex word games throughout the film and 
also sings cheerfully. 

Brave     Necati is also brave as Ferhunde. He does not back down in the face of danger. He does not 
avoid getting into fights with the gang in the neighborhood. He also does not care what happens when 
he helps Ferhunde and takes serious risks. 



Cunning     He is listed in his police file as the most dangerous man in the area. He tricks everyone, 
including the police, with a fake identity. When the gang poisons him, he gets away with taking the 
antidote he kept in his pocket when he was thought to be no longer able to get away with it. The gang 
thinks he is dead. In this way, he goes to Ferhunde and explains the crime and the intrigue.  

Necati collects information from the neighborhood by pretending to be a friend of the locals. When 
Sabri is killed, he pretends to be saddened by Sabri's death to gather information to uncover the 
perpetrators, saying he wants revenge. 

Ertuğrul     He is a police reporter of a newspaper. Ertuğrul is a chatty character who is lazy and 
underestimates everything. 

Lazy     His boss often accuses Ertuğrul of being lazy and not working. Faced with the threat of losing 
his job, Ertuğrul gets out of the situation by convincing him with his communication skills every time.    

Blabbermouth     Necati is a very blabbermouth character. He often has long conversations with 
people even he does not know. He tries to turn things in his favor with chatter during his visits to the 
police station and alongside his boss. When his boss tries to fire him for loitering, he tricks his boss 
and avoids being fired. He tells him he is after a big story. 

Adnan     Adnan, Ferhunde's fiancé, initially seems like a businessman who loves her, but he is a 
sneaky, dangerous and ruthless character who deceives Ferhunde and others. 

Sneaky    From the beginning of the narrative, Adnan does not reveal his true intentions to the 
protagonists, especially his fiancée. When he seemed to be protecting her, it later emerges that he 
was trying to manipulate Ferhunde by protecting his own interests. Adnan, who does not directly turn 
against his enemies, sometimes makes the murders look like accidents or puts them on someone 
else. He is careful to keep his identity secret. It gives the appearance of a successful businessperson 
in his daily life. 

Ruthless and dangerous     Adnan is the leader of one of Istanbul's most dangerous criminal 
organizations. With his gang dealing drugs and trafficking women, he is not afraid to eliminate those 
trying to stop them or what they see as threats.  Adnan, who caused the death of young women or 
their sale to the brothel, is determined to eliminate anyone who interferes with his earnings. Adnan is a 
ruthless and dangerous man in a character who will not hesitate to ruin the life of his fiancée. He 
hatches a plan to kill Ferhunde and pin the blame on Necati. 

Raziye     Raziye, a gang member who owns the house where Ferhunde took refuge in the guise of 
Mualla, is a woman who tries to deceive young women. 

Liar     Raziye tricks the young provincial women she hosts in the so-called hostel she runs in the 
neighborhood to promise that they will make money. She tries to sell Ferhunde, who comes dressed 
as Mualla, to a rich man with her consent, making up the lie that she is in financial difficulty and needs 
help. 



 

Ferhunde Demirçiçek is on duty 
 

 

Ferhunde and Ertuğrul are as undercover agents. 



 

 

Ferhunde, Necati, and Ertuğrul find Sabri. 
 

 

Ferhunde argues with Necati 


